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Abstract: The article examines the influence of the individual demand system on the creation, storage and usage of human capital. Personal motivation is expanding due to the development of needs, while the investments in the consumer sphere of human leads to the development of skills. Dialectical interaction of these skills leads to the increase of the role of human capital in modern economy. We explored the processes of the consumer behavior of individuals on the example of the economy of the Altai Republic.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the critical issues of the human capital theory is the analysis of consumer behavior of an individual. Initially, investing in human capital was mediated by the demands of conventional production. Expansion of the sphere of investment in human capital makes it the key and self-sufficient one. The role of all production relations of the society changes; they start being related with the individual. Besides, the possibility of growth of the post-industrial economics is not limited by the conventional types of activity and is more and more re-oriented to satisfaction of various creative requirements of people. This leads to shifting the production relations to the sphere of the consumer activity of the individual, which relations generate their own forms of subordination of the production activity to personal growth goals.

Therefore, the main type of post-industrial production is the creation of its main national welfare – the human capital. The rise of human capital importance is caused by the change of the society development logics based on using the creative and intellectual abilities of individuals expressed through innovative activity, which results in the change of forms of life activities.

The formation, accumulation and utilization of the human capital are influenced by the system of demands of population. Motivation is an important element of the human capital. In its turn, motivation of individuals is being expanded due to the development of demands; and investment in them leads to development of abilities, which result in the growth of human capital. Therefore, demands are the point of departure for the development of human capital. For empirical study of the influence of demands on the formation and utilization of human capital, we carried out a research of various population groups in the Republic of Altai in the late 2011. The group of interest included age groups of 18 and more years of age, students of educational institutions and people employed in various spheres of activity (education, healthcare, governmental and municipal administration bodies, trade, banking, transport, communications and housing and community amenities).

The main factor influencing on the structure of demands and determining the possibility to satisfy demands and, subsequently, influencing on the formation of the human capital and the efficiency of its utilization, is the level of incomes of the population. The following answers were received to the question about the average income of a family member per month (including the salaries of both spouses and other members of the family, retirement pensions, allowances, educational allowances and other incomes): 22.2% of the responders answered that their average monthly income was less than $156; 33.3% had the average income between $156 and $262; the same number of people had the average income between...
The data of the sociologic research showed that the majority of the responders (40.7%) spent 25-35% of their total expenses for food and 25.5% of the responders spent for food above 45% of their income. The share of the rest types of expenses in the structure of the responders' expenses was insignificant, just between 0% and 15%. At that, such structure of expenses was typical for all age groups of the responders. From the point of view of determination of possibilities and conditions of human capital formation and development, the negative factor was the insignificant share of expenditures for education and medical services and leisure in the structure of the expenses.

As it was noted before, the important element of the human capital is education. About 60% of the responders had higher education, 22.2% had vocational secondary education, 14.8% had incomplete higher education and 3.7% had general secondary education. At that, 55.6% of the responders noted that the obtained education had come useful to them, 40.7% noted that the obtained education had come partially useful and 3.7% of the responders found the obtained education had not been useful and they were working not within their specialty.

The quality of human capital depends not only on general or professional education, but also on second (additional) education, desire and opportunity to upgrade qualifications. According to the results of our research, only a part of the questioned people (11.1%) had second higher or vocational secondary education. At that, 59.3% of responders did not wish to obtain additional education, 40.7% of them expressed the intention to obtain additional education in order to earn additional money, find a more highly paid job and improve their educational background. At that moment, not all responders who wanted to obtain second (additional) education were able to meet this demand. The main reason was the lack of money and time.

The built crosstable of the issues of demands and desire to obtain additional education shows dependency between the level of demands of the responders and the human capital quality. The higher level of demands the questioned people show, the larger the share of those who demonstrate development of their human capital is.

Update and development of human capital can take place by means of retraining and upgrading qualification. Answers of the responders to the question: "Do you pass qualification upgrade courses at your job?" showed the following results: The major part of the responders (418) periodically passed qualification upgrade courses, directed by the employer. 15% of the responders also
passed qualification upgrade courses, but rather rarely. Equal number of responders (7% each) mentioned either passing qualification upgrade courses at their own expense, or not passing the retraining at all, as they did not find it necessary. Quite a large share of the responders (11%) noted that there was no qualification upgrade system at the place of their employment.

An important component of the human capital is the state of health of the population, which determines their capabilities in employment and efficient labor. The answers of responders to the question: "How do you estimate your health?" are represented in Figure 2. The diagram (Figure 2) shows that more than half of the responders (56%) found their health satisfactory and only 30% of them believed it to be in a good condition. We can notice a positive point that the majority of the responders (about 70%) took care of their health. At that, they regularly passed medical examination; kept to rational nutrition; took vitamins, bioadditives and herbs; less often went in for sports and passed sanatorium-resort therapy.

To our opinion, formation of human capital qualities is also influenced by the environment the individual lives in, as it determines the possibility to recover his stamina and readiness for efficient labor. Within our research, the responders were asked how they estimated their habitat and what they did in order to improve it. The outcome of the responders' answers to these questions is provided in Figure 3.

The results of the poll show that the majority of the responders (63%) lived in medium housing conditions, 30% - in good housing conditions and 7% believe their habitat was bad.

In the structure of the planned actions on improvement of their housing conditions, the largest share belongs to repair of the apartment (the house), which above 50% of the responders were going to carry out. Only 11.1% of the questioned people were going to purchase an apartment (a house); and 7.4% of the responders hoped for government aid in solving their housing problems. The quite important fact is that quite a large part (18.5%) of the responders (mainly those living in good conditions) did not plan anything.

In the result of the performed research, a number of factors and demands was revealed, which influenced the utilization of human capital. Particularly, it was the factors that determined the extent of satisfaction of an individual with his job and his labor mobility.

Labor mobility is the ability of an employee to adapt to new labor environment, his readiness to change his routine lifestyle whenever his job calls for that. The higher the mobility of an individual, the lower the risk to lose the job is and the higher the chances to be employed at a higher-paid job are. Among our responders, only 4% of the total number of questioned people showed such a high mobility. The majority of the people (55%) estimated their labor mobility as of medium level and approximately same number of people pointed at low (11%) and very low (15%) level of their labor mobility. This proportion of answers to this question is probably explained by the high level of unemployment; desire to have a good job, absence of choice of job offers, absence of second (additional) education or skills and experience of working in other spheres of activity. Probably, low labor mobility can be explained by the fact that the responders were satisfied with their job. The results of the poll showed that 54.5% of the questioned people answered "in all likelihood" to the question about the extent of their satisfaction with their job. Only 18.2% were completely satisfied with their job, 13.6% of responders were not likely to be satisfied and the same percentage was undecided. The positive fact is that no one mentioned total dissatisfaction with the job.

Satisfaction with one's job consists of satisfaction with various aspects of the job, including salaries, working schedule, relations with colleagues and even
sanitary conditions of labor. The data provided by the majority of the responders showed that they were completely satisfied with such aspects of their jobs as working schedule, relations with colleagues and the level of technical equipment. The responders were likely to be satisfied with such labor conditions as diversity of the job, sanitary conditions, opportunities for obtaining additional education and relations with immediate superiors. Certain part of the responders noted they were not satisfied with poor career opportunities, diversity of the job, possibility to obtain additional education and the level of technical equipment. At that, when we analyze the ranking of different labor aspects with respect to the total dissatisfaction, it becomes obvious that among other aspects of a job, salaries cause the main dissatisfaction. Other indicators in the last entry of the mentioned table are far behind the dissatisfaction with salaries. This fact states that the demands of the inhabitants of the Republic of Altai and the Russian Federation, as a whole, are limited by the salary issue. Claims for higher salaries limit the opportunities for development of the employees and their motivation, as the impoverished consumer sphere does not allow doing it. Employees are interested in salary and nothing it is not related to is interesting. Employers can encourage them for more successful activity only by using incentive systems, which, in turn, limits the capabilities of companies. Claims for high salary create the opportunity for development of only highly remunerative businesses, which are hardly able to influence on the development of human capital and can even cause severe damage to it. At the same time, we need to take into account the fact that claims for higher salaries can be caused by a really low level of income, when people have to struggle for survival.

Thus, the results of the poll evidence the existence of the factors in the Republic of Altai, which allow using the available in the region human capital in full. Taken as a whole, the structure of demands mirrored in the structure of the responders' expenses shows satisfaction of low-level demands mainly. For example, during the analyzed period, the three following groups prevail in the structure of households' expenditures: expenses for purchasing non-grocery goods; expenses for purchasing grocery goods; expenses for services. Among various aspects of a job, it is the level of salary that causes dissatisfaction.
In the Republic of Altai, the share of education services, health services and goods, consumption of goods for leisure and recreation, required for development and maintenance of human capital qualities remains very low. In terms of human capital formation and development, such structure of demands is not efficient; therefore, closer attention must be paid to the sphere of formation of human needs.
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